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“Buchanan: A lesson in futility” 
 

This film is a continuation of the last art film, which is was about a man suffering from boredom due to 

lack of social contact, it will mainly focus on a person who is overworked and over flooded with new 

technology, but still has hope that things can change. He is tired of the constant stresses that bombard 

him via email, cell phone ect. This is about someone who is tired of the stresses in suburbia, who 

decides to forget about his worries and responsibilities by taking a trip up to the North Shore in hopes 

that he can clear his mind and find himself along the way.  

There will be several visual cues that help hint at the idea that too much technology and information is 

flooding our lives and making things more chaotic, as we become a slave to these modern inventions/ 

luxuries. When he decides to take the trip he finds himself following a path the he had taken often when 

he was a young child back when life was simpler. When he takes a trip to canal park he stops and gets an 

ice cream cone, because it reminds him of the comfort of his youth.  

Shot of man driving by historical marker of town that disappeared. There could be something with the 

music that gives a foreshadow that he is going to die there.  

When he finally figures it out and clears his mind he is standing on a cliff looking out at lake superior, as 

the camera moves behind the man and looks out at the view across superior. At this point the music will 

change to signify that he has figured things out.  

Ending Scene after credits, man is driving back and he decides to stop at another historical site along the 

way. The man walks up to the historical marker as the camera slowly zooms out on the name of the city 

Buchanan. The man walks off screen and you hear the sound of a gunshot. The next shot will be of a 

tourist thief walking away taking out a few bucks out of an old wallet. The camera will follow him a little 

bit and pan backwards as the thief walks off camera.  There will be a pan back to the man laying on the 

ground dead. The last shot will be a zoom in on the historical marker.  The screen fades to black and the 

title appears on the screen a little off center.  

Credits: up beat, eerily cheerful, and light-hearted music will come in… 

Internal dialog: lonely and distant 

Lyrics: N/A 



Sound effects: sound of waves crashing against rocks, wind cars driving by, footsteps, chattering of 

people talking around him (inaudible sounds).  


